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Since 1952, through its not-for-profit 
publishing and public programs, Aperture 
has propelled the vision, and dialogue, that 
have shaped the course of photography. 
 
In 2020, we will create a new hub for 
photography, in New York City, for the next 
generation of artists and thinkers to drive the 
medium forward.  
 
Aperture 20/20 is a campaign to raise the 
resources needed to make this a reality. It is a 
campaign for the future of photography, and 
we ask for your support.  

A Bold Vision

Minor White, Windowsill Daydreaming, Rochester, 
New York, 1958. First published in Mirrors Messages 
Manifestations (Aperture, 1969).
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Founders’ statement, Aperture, Issue 1, 1952.  
Signed by Ansel Adams, Melton Ferris, Dorothea Lange, 
Ernest Louie, Barbara Morgan, Beaumont Newhall, 
Nancy Newhall, Dody Warren, and Minor White 

 “Aperture is intended to be a mature journal in 
which photographers can talk straight to each 
other, discuss the problems that face photography 
as profession and art, share their experiences, 
comment on what goes on, descry the new 
potentials. We, who have founded this journal, 
invite others to use Aperture as a common ground 
for the advancement of the medium.”

223

Vision�Justice

Aperture magazine issues 1 (1952, photograph by Dorothea Lange) and 223 
(2015, photograph by Awol Erizku).

Founders’ Statement
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 “Aperture is one of the 
greatest institutions in the 
history of photography, and 
one of the freshest and 
boldest contributors to the 
contemporary scene.”

Sir Elton John, collector

• Photography as a language of art and ideas 

• Artists and editors collaborating, to create 
work of excellence and distinction 

• The photobook, as the vehicle with which a 
photographer can most perfectly present their 
vision and ideas 

• The empowerment of future generations, to 
tell their stories with photographs  

• A dynamic, inclusive photographic 
community, anchored in photography’s 
historic legacy

We believe in

Nan Goldin, C.Z. and Max on the beach, Truro, Mass., 1976, 
from The Ballad of Sexual Dependency (Aperture, 1986).
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Create a new hub for photography
Aperture’s new, accessible street-level space 
will be a flexible meeting place and lounge for 
photography; a gallery exhibiting its print 
programs and the best examples of the 
photobook; an events and workshop space;  
and an incubator for innovation. 

Advance the medium
Aperture will continue to drive the key ideas 
and visions of photography for the next  
chapter in the story of the medium, working 
inclusively with emerging and established 
artists and thinkers, and presenting the most 
provocative and persuasive work, in print, in 
person, and online. 

Secure a sustainable future
Through an expanded program of community 
and brand partnerships that serve a forward-
looking artistic and consumer environment, 
Aperture will be a more nimble and efficient 
organization.

Aperture 20/20 
Campaign Goals

Paul Strand, Young Boy, Gondeville, France, 1951 (featured on the cover of 
Paul Strand, Sixty Years of Photographs, Aperture, 1976); Tyler Mitchell, 
Ugbad Abdi for Vogue, 2019 (featured on the cover of The New Black 
Vanguard, 2019).
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Street Level 
A versatile street-level space open to the public 
for: gallery, retail, workshops, conferences, talks, 
signings, and parties. There will be a reading 
space to enjoy a rotating selection of our 
collection of over ten thousand books and an 
incubation space for new projects.

Level 1 
Work stations for book and magazine editors

Level 2 
Work stations for layout and design; storage for 
book inventory

• Aperture’s space has 
dramatic soaring ceilings, 
skylights, and ample 
natural light. 

• The building and premises 
have been gut-renovated at 
great expense by the 
developer, with new 
plumbing, HVAC 
equipment, elevator, 
electrical panels, windows, 
and core walls. 

• The space offers ADA-
compliant access for staff 
and visitors to the upper 
and lower levels. 

• There are thirteen subway 
lines within a short walking 
distance of White 
Street—the best possible 
accessibility to public 
transport in New York City.

Aperture will occupy a dramatic ground-level 
space in a beautifully restored, nineteenth-century 
building at 60 White Street, in the vibrant cultural 
neighborhood of Tribeca, a vital new locus for art, 
design, and tech enterprises in lower Manhattan.  

A New Home
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Edward Weston, The 
Flame of Recognition, 
1965 
 
Aperture’s very first book—
by one of the most influential 
American photographers 
of the twentieth century. 
Reissued in a sumptuous 
facsimile edition in 2005, it 
pairs Weston’s photographs 
with excerpts from his famed 
daybooks and letters. Edited 
by an Aperture founder, 
Nancy Newhall.

Diane Arbus: An 
Aperture Monograph, 
1972 
 
Aperture was the first to 
publish Arbus’s work in 
book form; since its first 
publication in 1972, Diane 
Arbus: An Aperture Monograph 
has been published in five 
languages and today its 
print run exceeds 450,000. 
Acknowledged as a timeless 
classic, it remains the 
foundation of Arbus’s 
international reputation.

Nan Goldin,  
The Ballad of Sexual 
Dependency, 1986 
 
Nan Goldin’s first book, 
continuously in print 
since 1986, is a confirmed 
contemporary classic, and 
perhaps the work for which 
she remains best known. This 
visual diary chronicling the 
artist’s struggle for intimacy 
and understanding between 
friends and lovers continues 
to influence subsequent 
generations.

Stephen Shore, 
Uncommon Places, 
1982

First published by Aperture  
in 1982, Uncommon Places 
established Shore’s reputation 
as a key photographer of our 
time. The 2004 edition 
quickly became a new classic, 
and in 2015, due to the 
continued thirst for this 
work, a further-expanded 
edition was published.

Sally Mann,  
Immediate Family, 
1992 
 
Published in 1992 to instant 
critical acclaim, Immediate 
Family helped establish 
Sally Mann as one of the 
most prominent and fearless 
contemporary photographers. 
A hugely influential book, it 
has been called “one of the 
great photography books 
of our time” by the New 
Republic.

Aperture has published more than a thousand titles and counting, 
establishing itself as one of the longest-running publishing houses 
dedicated exclusively to the photobook, and a pioneer in the field of 
photography in print. 

 “Aperture has literally defined the 
standards of quality and excellence in 
photography publishing. Year after year,  
it has presented the most important 
image-makers, and provided a forum for 
the most pertinent discourse.”

Richard Misrach, artist

Aperture Books
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The first volume of Rinko 
Kawauchi’s work to be 
published outside of Japan, it 
is among the books that have 
earned Kawauchi an 
international cult-following. 
Illuminance, which uses the 
square format to focus on the 
minute details of the 
everyday, showcases 
Kawauchi’s unique, 
unparalleled sensibility and 
compositional mastery.

Sebastiao Salgado, 
Workers, 1993 

 
Sebastião Salgado’s images 
of the world’s poor stand 
in tribute to the human 
condition. Continuously 
in print since 1993, and 
published in more than 
five languages, the urgency 
of Workers continues to 
resonate. Gabriel García 
Márquez called the book “the 
photography of humanity.”

Hank Willis Thomas: 
Pitch Blackness, 2008

The first monograph by one of 
America’s most compelling 
artists, Pitch Blackness begins 
with a deeply personal 
re-telling of the senseless 
murder of the artist’s cousin, 
and charts Hank Willis 
Thomas’s career as he 
grapples with the issues of 
grief, black-on-black violence 
in America, and the ways in 
which corporate culture is 
complicit in the crises of 
black male identity.

LaToya Ruby Frazier, 
The Notion of Family, 
2014

This ground-breaking first 
monograph offers an incisive 
exploration of the legacy  
of racism and economic 
decline in America’s small 
towns, creating a statement 
that is both personal and 
political. Writing in the 
Village Voice, Christian 
Viveros-Fauné describes 
LaToya Ruby Frazier as “an 
artist on a mission with a 
prophetic voice.”

Rinko Kawauchi,  
Illuminance, 2011

Zanele Muholi, 2018

The long-awaited monograph 
from one of the most 
powerful visual activists of 
our time, Zanele Muholi 
features over ninety of the 
artist’s evocative self-
portraits. These portraits 
reflect the journey, self-
image, and possibilities of a 
black woman in today’s global 
society. A powerfully 
arresting collection of work, 
Muholi’s radical statements  
of identity, race, and 
resistance are a direct 
response to contemporary 
and historical racisms.

 “Having my first book published by 
Aperture was a key moment in my life 
and my career as an artist. In 
Aperture’s hands, a photobook is more 
than a book; it’s a work of art.”  

LaToya Ruby Frazier, artist 
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Aperture Magazine Issues of Aperture magazine, the foundation’s flagship,  
since its redesign in 2013.

 “Smart, scholarly and impeccably designed, 
this respected quarterly magazine, made 
in New York, with its recent focus on 
timely sociopolitical themes is at the top of 
its game, cementing its position as a true 
thought-leader.” 

Simon Bainbridge, the Guardian
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Aperture Community Every week in New York City and around the world, Aperture advances 
the art, story, and community of photography through its public talks, 
educational workshops, visual literacy curriculum, touring exhibitions,  
and member events. 

 “Aperture events have so much conviction 
and energy, whether they’re serious or fun, 
for school kids or the most sophisticated 
artists and thinkers. It’s an amazing 
community to get involved with. Aperture 
people are magic!”

Judy Glickman Lauder, artist and patron



Dear Friends, 

Photography is a medium for art and storytelling, social politics and ideas—a tool for under-
standing and imagining ourselves, and for engaging with the world around us. And while there 
are many ways that photographs reach us, the purest vehicle for a photographer’s work is in the 
form of an exquisitely produced book. In the age of transient media, it is also the most durable. 

I can trace my professional evolution through the photobooks that had an impact on me, 
with Aperture magazine guiding me on where to look. In my early twenties, before I could 
afford them, I devoured and coveted Aperture’s magazine and books at The Photographers’ 
Gallery bookshop in London. A colleague at my first job in photography gave me a subscription 
to Aperture magazine for my twenty-fifth birthday, a wonderful gift that led me to many new 
discoveries. As I navigated photography as a passion and a career, Aperture was my pathfinder. 

As Executive Director of Aperture since 2011, I have felt a great sense of gratitude  
and responsibility to this family of artists, readers, students, patrons, and so many others, and 
to its through-line deep into the history of the medium. Against the backdrop of constant 
change—in photography and in publishing—we have the honor and obligation to adapt this 
institution, so that it may serve the next generation of photographers, and the ones after that.

I don’t know where photographers and editors will take us in the future, but I do know from 
working with many brilliant young photographers, that their vision will shape our conscious-
ness. At Aperture, our job is to nurture their talent, and to transmit and amplify their voices. 
By building Aperture today, we build on the legacy of the visionaries who came before us, and 
we provide the next generation of artists and storytellers with a global platform to convey their 
thoughts and imagination. 

With gratitude for your passion and support, 
Chris Boot 
Executive Director 


